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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Stellar Announcement Unlocks the Book Of Revelation's
Arcane End-time Codex Formula ― Revealing the Certain
Return of 'Wormwood' (Planet-X) in 2009 and 2012
HORN LAKE, MS, January 5, 2009: Dr. Jaysen Q. Rand, author of The Return Of Planet-X,
and Mr. Gilbert Eriksen, author of the soon to be released book, The Millennium Prophecy, join
forces in forecasting a secret calendar of end-time events hidden for generations in the symbolic
language of The Revelation…the final book of the New Testament.
Mr. Eriksen’s new book, The Millennium Prophecy, outlines an interpretive formula that finally
locks down the true meaning of the prophetic visions given to the Apostle John during his exile
for life on the isle of Patmos in the Agean Sea near the end of the first century. For 2000 years
The Revelation of Jesus Christ has mystified readers with its rich mixture of straight forward
comments along with strange symbols and verbal pictures. The Divine commission to write the
book and the performance report of the seven churches of Asia Minor are direct quotations from
the ascended glorified Christ, given to John in a series of personal visions and conversations.
Eriksen’s new book, The Millennium Prophecy explains those events and symbols that unlock
the meaning and the approximate schedule for the Book of Revelation… something that was not
possible before the Wormwood science was made available by Dr. Rand. His book demonstrates how The Revelation timing is determined by the activity of the elusive Planet-X. Dr.
Rand’s book, The Return of Planet-X, recounts the historical evidence and the working-science
for supporting their Wormwood brown dwarf star theory… the Sun’s binary little sister. Eriksen
and Rand then carefully connect the dots with Wormwood's arrival in 2009 and 2012 its solar
system 'crossing times' paced with the final judgments described in The Revelation.
Dr. Rand plans to introduce this timely Planet-X/Revelation theory to the public before The
Millennium Prophecy’s official publication date via radio and television interviews, lectures and
press releases. The very short time remaining before the arrival of Wormwood makes this
information particularly critical because: 1) Planet Earth and its people are facing numerous
crisis situations, political upheaval and financial destabilization; 2) The Revelation prophecies
are rapidly unfolding with uncanny 100% accuracy; 3) global interest in these 'end-times' events
have elevated to new levels of intensity; and 4) human history and planet Earth are about to be
destructively impacted by Wormwood's gravitational forces as 2009 and 2012 begin unfolding.

At the time of this Press Release, six different New Testament prophetic indicators all in correct
sequential order… have confirmed the validity of their new interpretive method. In spite of the
public wrangling about Planet-X, both authors are now firmly convinced that the Wormwood
component of The Revelation prophecy is indeed very accurate. Planet-X is really out there and
is inbound headed for our solar system whether we like it or not. The Revelation prophecies
clearly tells us so. Get ready!! The time is short!!
As Wormwood approaches… gravitational distortions in hand… the nations of the world should
be preparing for cataclysmic physical destruction and dramatic social/societal upheavals/
changes. Informed governments should be helping one another saving as much of their infrastructures as possible with deliberate efforts to rebuild civilization after destruction has passed.
With all the bad information and the misinformation floating around, good information is hard to
find. However, global Internet resources provide a vital wealth of good/solid/truthful data for
those seeking the truth. Keeping the aftermath of Rita/Katrina clearly in mind, governmental
failure/mismanagement will not stop Wormwood's destruction from arriving right on schedule.
Mr. Eriksen commented: “The Revelation is a prophecy. It is not an allegory, an unsolvable
mystery, a collection of interesting word pictures, apocalyptic literature, a myth, or some secret,
arcane/esoteric code of some kind. Really! It’s not!! It's simply a prophecy… a prophecy that
accurately predicts a set of real events that will actually happen and become part of human
history.” Biblical prophecy has a long record of 100% accuracy. Both Dr. Rand and Eriksen
believe the Book of Revelation's prophetic events will also happen exactly as predicted.
Because their new book comments on several critical details pertinent to Fatima Prophecies, Dr.
Rand and Mr. Eriksen felt that it would be a good idea for the Vatican to review these new
materials. So they sent a copy of the manuscript directly to Pope Benedict XVI in Rome for
study. Practicing Roman Catholics will be most interested in the new book’s synthetic reconstruction of the Third Secret of Fatima, which resolves numerous Revelation issues and shows
how the ministerial reach of the Roman Catholic Church and Vatican effectively extends deep
into the very Tribulation period and events itself, and in its confrontation with the forces of the
Anti-Christ and related Armageddon end-time mysteries. Is 2012 connected to these events?
The Book of Genesis tells us about the beginning of Adamic Civilization. The Revelation tells us
how it ends. Wormwood (Planet-X), sets the calendar time schedule for The Revelation. Planet
Earth is in for a very rough time… and civilization is along for a very rough ride as well. When
Wormwood is finished, present-day human civilization will have become a lot smaller, much
wiser and far-less effective. Adding satanic world-government rule makes things much worse.
The people of Earth need to know that a very dark period in human destiny is indeed headed our
way and nothing can stop this global destruction scenario of today's civilization once it begins.
Find out what you can do to prepare for the end of modern-day civilization as we know it. This
isn't a good time for panic, fear or mass hysteria... but instead... should be a period of selfintrospection, preparation, social and personal analysis and strong emphasis on planning for the
future. Read, stay informed and make intelligent future decisions!
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